
SIMMENTAL BULL SALE
with guest consignor WALLGREN FARMS 

CHAPTER FIVE

Tuesday February 21, 2023  
2PM   ///   ON THE FARM   ///   VERMILION, AB



a program that invests in it’s future...



Welcome once again to the W2 Land & Cattle Bull Sale!  It’s really hard to believe that this is the 5th 
one of these.  It seemed like just yesterday we were toying with the idea of moving away from selling 
the bulls privately off the farm and going to a sale.  We know we have made the right decision, but it 
doesn’t mean we don’t miss the quality 1 on 1 time spent with customers going though the bulls and 
their mothers.  We encourage everyone to come by anytime or pick up the phone to chat bulls and 
cows!  

Once again we welcome the Wallgren family who have been along for all five of these sales.  Great 
people and great cattle are the best way to sum them up!  Thank you to all past customers who have 
put their faith in our programs.  It truly means the world to us.  We plan to be here for a long time and 
it’s because of the great people we deal with on a daily basis that make this the greatest industry to 
be a part of.

It can be busy around here at times and with our work crew consisting of myself, Jenna, Marley (8), 
Cash (6), Jaycee (5) and Merit (3) we manage to get everything done and still find some time for 
some fun.  Marleys in music lessons, ball, 4-H, art lessons and skating.  Cash joined hockey this year 
as well as 4-H, music lessons, and ball.  Jaycee plays the ukulele, is in ball, skates and spends her 
spare time giving her parents grey hairs.  Merit joined skating this year and started play school.  We 
are very fortunate to have some great family that drop everything to help when they can and some 
great friends close by that are like family.  Again, what makes this industry so great is the people!

2022 at the farm was another year of ups and downs, but like they say “tough times don’t last, tough 
people do”.  We have been very hard on the cowherd these past 12 months and made some tough 
decisions on cows.  Cows that aren’t consistently putting a bull through the sale or female through 
the replacement pen are gone.  We let some very impressive looking cows go down the road - this is 
our livelihood and only girls that are helping pull the rope are here.  

The group of sale bulls were brought in off grass at the end of October, where they lived on green 
grass since early May.  We don’t supplement the bulls on grass with anything other then a mineral 
package.  We believe these bulls are grown out properly and by the time they come to this sale we 
have weaned out any problem bulls, either temperament wise, structurally and reproduction wise.  
Our weaning weights you will see are true weights, no creep is given and that holds true for the 
3 yearlings we have on offer this year as well.  We believe this a strong group from top to bottom 
that have some of the best genetics you can find anywhere backing these bulls.  Believe me, there 
are days when I think maybe switching to a 100% winter calving program is the way to go, but I’m 
reminded that we sell these extra age bulls with a purpose… bulls that are not pushed, bulls with 
superb feet and legs and bulls that can cover that extra 5-10 cows that first year of breeding and 
when he’s done he looks like the bull you bought.  

The cheques haven’t always been easy to write and it doesn’t always make sense to someone from 
the outside I’m sure but we have followed a plan here and we really feel we are reaping the rewards 
of that now.  Our bull pen and cowherd has never been deeper then it is at this very moment.

Please join us Feb. 21 at the ranch for some great hospitality and if for any reason you can’t make it 
sale day come by anytime before hand to have a look at the bulls and their mommas.   The coffee is 
always on and the beers always cold.

The Waltzs

welcome



Sale Day Phones
Kelly Waltz   (780) 853-3834
Jenna Waltz   (780) 853-3873
Dean Wallgren   (780) 806-0571
Brant Wallgren  (639) 840-0126
Scott Bohrson   (403) 370-3010
Rob Voice  (306) 270-6082
Taylor Richards  (306) 821-4169
Darryl Snider  (780) 385-5561
Jim Pulyk  (780) 787-0646
Shane Adamson  (306) 821-4131 

Sale Staff
Auctioneer
Col.Ryan Dorran  (403) 507-6483
Ringmen
Taylor Richards  (306) 821-4169
Bryon Wolters  (780) 581-8396

Insurance
Canadian Farm Insurance 
Heather Barr   (780) 853-7067

Hotels
Super 8 – Vermilion (780) 853-4741
Pomeroy – Vermilion (780) 853-3066

Calving Ease Rating

AAA 
Recommended for use 

on heifers or cows

AA
Recommended for second 

calvers and cows

A
Recommended for use on 

mature cows

Sale Information

Directions from Vermilion: 10 miles south on Hwy 41 and 2.5 miles west on Twp 
Rd 492.  South side of road.
Directions from Wainwright: 29 miles north of Wainwright on Hwy 41 and 2.5 
miles west on Twp Rd 492.  South side of road.

Directions

Terms & Conditions
Cattle will sell under the standard Canadian Simmental Association Sale Terms & 
Condition, these are available on request. 

Delivery
$150 off per bull if taken home sale day. If bulls are not taken sale day, we will start 
delivering bulls starting immediately after the sale date.  Free of charge to central 
points in Alberta and Saskatchewan, but in most cases will deliver right to your yard.  
All other places in Canada will be cost shared.  Bulls going to the US will have proper 
paperwork done and taken to the border.  We ask that if the bull is staying at our place 
he be insured.

Sight Unseen Purchase Program
Take advantage of our sight unseen purchase plan by calling Kelly or Jenna or any of the 
Bohrson Marketing crew to help you with your purchase.  If you feel more comfortable 
bidding on your own please feel free to use DLMS and our internet bidding. 

Catalogue Information
EPDs and pedigrees have been supplied by the Canadian Simmental Association. 
All information is current and up-to-date as of publication date. and is believed to 
be accurate but any updates from the auction block will take precedence.

In-Herd Semen
W2 Land & Cattle and Wallgren Farms retain the right to collect semen for in-herd 
use on any bull in the sale at their expense and the buyer’s convenience.

W2 LAND & CATTLE
Kelly, Jenna, Marley, Cash,  
Jaycee & Merit Waltz

Vermilion, AB 

         @w2landandcattle
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Bohrson Marketing Services Ltd.
RR4 Site 7 Box 28 Olds, AB T4H 1T8

403.940.3334  |  www.Bohrson.com

MJTS 808F Darlin907J owned by W2 and Wallgrens

Schedule
*Bulls can be viewed at anytime on the farm

Tuesday February 21, 2023
Lunch // 12:30pm

 Sale  // 2PM

W2 Guarantee
All bulls are 100% guaranteed. We 
guarantee to provide you with a 
sound breeding bull. Should any 
bull fail to be a satisfactory breeder, 
he will be replaced with a bull of 
equal value or a credit will be given 
towards the purchase of another 
bull. If you have a problem with your 
bull, please notify us immediately.

Online Bidding & Videos
View bull videos at www.DLMS.ca
For technical assistance:
 Mark Shologan, 780.699.5082

Sales Management
Time certainly flies when you’re having fun as we welcome you on behalf of the Waltz family of W2 
Land & Cattle and their guests at Wallgren Farms to their 5th annual bull sale! The last 5 years the 
Waltz family has hosted an annual sale to showcase their breeding program and have become 
well known for offering some of the best quality 2 year old Simmental beef bulls in the country and 
we just know the 2023 offering is full of the depth that’s been expected and more! 

The Waltz family is one of the most active, young operations within the Simmental business that 
are always on the hunt for the best new breeding bull or cornerstone donor to build around. Their 
quest to always better their own program to ultimately better their customers’ programs is very 
evident and we are always so pleased to see Kelly and Jenna out and about finding the next great 
breeding piece to compliment their already high quality herd. Their bread and butter is the 2 year 

old bull program, a great opportunity to be able to purchase an older, more mature bull designed to develop and sell as a 2 year old bull that 
can get out and cover more cows for you. This set of cows calve outside on the grass in April and May and are a no nonsense, low input, high 
outcome set of cows. Feet and udders are at the utmost importance and so is fleshing ability and do ability. This set of bulls on offer are built to 
last and have the cow herd to back it. They are sired by industry leading AI sires as well as popular high selling herd bulls that walk the pastures 
at W2. They also calve a select group of females in January to create some older born females to market through the Border City sale annually 
and this year have a trio of yearling bulls from this program that are very exciting! When you come to do business with the Waltz crew, you are 
quickly treated like friends and become close like family. They are some of the best people to do business with. 

Dean and Brant of Wallgren Farms are a progressive father/son duo that have quickly elevated their purebred program the last 5 years to 
compliment their high quality commercial operation. Brant’s keenness and willingness to learn has elevated him into one of the top young 
stockmen today that has had a sharp eye for cattle and therefore assembled a stout set of mother cows that rear their powerful set of yearling 
bulls on offer. Many are the result of popular embryos he has purchased with some of the best cows within the industry behind them and also 
out of the stacked set of working cows in their herd. If you ever get a chance to tour the cow herd at Wallgrens, we know you’ll be impressed!

The W2 hospitality is some of the best you’ll receive and we highly encourage you to plan to be with us on February 21, south of Vermilion. Try 
and take the time to tour both the bull pens at their respective yards. Both Kelly and Brant love to talk cattle and would be pleased to answer any 
questions you may have on the sale bulls and to try and find something that best suits your operation. If any of us at Bohrson Marketing can be 
of any assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out and we can help in anyway possible. 

Best regards, 

The Bohrson Marketing team 
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Dam - SVS BLK Jenna 717E

W2 ROGUE 5J  
Polled /// Black /// WTZ 5J /// BPTG1378492 /// 3/1/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.1 2.1 67.9 102 20.8 5.6 54.8 104.75 61.67

 RF MERCHANT 481B
D: SVS BLK JENNA 717E
 SVS BLK JENNA 42A

Calving A Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 860

1
 LFE BS LEWIS 420B
S: LFE BEAST MODE 305D 
          LFE BS OPAL 630X

Sire - LFE Beast Mode 305D

LOT 1:  Some of you may remember this bull from the catalog last year as he was slated to sell as a yearling.  Being totally transparent he was deferred at sale 
time so we held him back and ended up retesting the bull in May and he tested great so we used the bull on a handful of cows ourselves.  That’s a pretty strong 
indication of what we think of the bull.  Rouge has had that herd bull look from a very young age and it’s impossible to miss him with the perfect baldy face he 
possesses.  He is the result of flushing our SVS Jenna cow to the powerful Beast Mode bull.  We have sold a couple flushmate sisters to this bull who were well 
received averaging just over $10,000.  There’s a lot of things to like about this bull.

Sire - IPU Bentley 81F

W2 BENZ 7J  
Polled /// Black /// WTZ 7J /// UNR1417530 /// 6/1/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
10.9 2.8 91.3 127.6 25.6 7.4 71.3 119.15 82.2

 SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S
D: BLACKSAND LINETTE 854U
 BLACKSAND SADIE 22206S

Calving A Act. BW 96 Adj. WW 890

2
 WHEATLAND BENTLEY 630D
S: IPU BENTLEY 81F 
          CLAYHILL FANCY LUCA 39A

Dam - Blacksand Linette 854U

LOT 2:  Here’s a black blazed bull who very well may be the heavy weight in the pen come sale day.  Benz is the result of some embryos purchased on the great 
Linette 854U cow mated to the popular IPU Bentley bull.  We sold a full brother last year to Conrad Bielesch of Pebble Springs Farms and all reports back are he 
bred like a champ, just as we suspect his brother will too.  We also got a sister out of these embryos that will calve this spring and she may be at the very top of the 
first calvers group.  The 7J bull himself possesses that popular blaze, and the bull flat out travels like a champ.  He was a bull we really admired on grass all year 
long and was always the first bull up to greet us.  We think not only will he add some pounds to that calf crop, but also a bull whose daughters should be really 
desirable with all the great cows in his pedigree.  He will be a pen favorite we’re sure.
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An ET son of our Flirty Magilcuty donor who is a full sib to the 
famous late RF Certainly Flirtin 202Z cow who very well could be 
considered the most influential cow in the Simmental breed in 
this country.  Our two leadoff and high selling bulls through this 

sale last year were sons of Flirty.  
These three full brothers are all a 
little different with each excelling 
in different areas.  Lot 3 would be 
the power bull of the trio.  Added 
bone and frame size, with the 
same great hair that his brothers 
have.  3

LOT 3

W2 COUNTY 92J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 92J /// UNR1417610 /// 9/2/2021 

 W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
S: GEFF COUNTY O
 RUBY NFF RHYTHM 475B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.7 2.7 69.9 105.1 17.5 1.6 52.5 110.04 66.05

 WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
D: RCR FLIRTY MAGILCUTY 7D
 RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

Calving A Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 812

Sire of Lots 3,4,5 - Geff Country O

This County O x Flirty combination would be a perfect fit if you 
want to make a fancy set replacement females.  Clean and proud 
through that front third, but still has enough to him when you 
get behind him would describe this herd bull.  This bull just has 

a presence to him and is easy 
to find in the pen.  The County 
O bull has sired some top cattle 
across North America.  

4

LOT 4

W2 COUNTY V 91J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 91J /// UNR1417609 /// 9/2/2021 

 W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
S: GEFF COUNTY O
 RUBY NFF RHYTHM 475B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.7 2.7 69.9 105.1 17.5 1.6 52.5 110.04 66.05

 WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
D: RCR FLIRTY MAGILCUTY 7D
 RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

Calving A Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 790

Dam of Lots 3, 4, 5 - RCR Flirty 
Magilcuty 7D

The most moderate brother of the three.  Still big in his hip and 
shows all sorts of natural muscle to him.  We can’t emphasize 
enough how happy we have been with our Flirty female and 
what she has done for our program.  We have females milking 
out of her now and like their mother are beautiful uddered.  We 

also sold 2 breds off her last year 
commanding $20,000 and 
$11,000 respectably.  If a top notch 
female backing your herd bull 
purchase is important to you then 
these three brothers should be on 
your radar5

LOT 5

W2 BLACK COUNTY 95J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 95J /// UNR1417608 /// 8/2/2021 

 W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
S: GEFF COUNTY O
 RUBY NFF RHYTHM 475B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.7 2.7 69.9 105.1 17.5 1.6 52.5 110.04 66.05

 WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
D: RCR FLIRTY MAGILCUTY 7D
 RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

Calving A Act. BW 90 Adj. WW 708

Maternal Sister to Lots 3, 4, 5
W2 Flity
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Sire - R Plus Swayze 7083E

W2 MONROE 22J  
Polled /// Black /// WTZ 22J /// BPG1378487 /// 4/2/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.5 3 81.3 119.2 19 0.5 59.7 105.74 70.18

 MRL GAME CHANGER 12A
D: MADER QUEEN B 344D
 HILLS QUEEN B

Calving A Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 795

6
 R PLUS 5015C
S: R PLUS SWAYZE 7083E 
          MISS R PLUS 4059B

Dam - Mader Queen B 344D

LOT 6:  22J comes from our big ribbed Mader Queen B cow who has put a heifer through the Border City Female Sale and who has a standout yearling son that 
will also sell as lot 45 this year.  The cow herself is a big framed easy doing cow who has turned in to a very wise investment for us.  The Swayze bull bred very well 
for us and left us with a large number of cows in the herd.  The common line when people tour is “those Swayzes are sure peas in a pod” and it’s true.  All really nice 
uddered cows in a moderate package.   22J would be one of the top Swayze sons this year for sure and with Swayze no longer walking our pastures it will be the 
last chance to add a Swayze bull from us. 

Maternal Grandsire Lots 7 & 8
WFL Absolute 51Y

W2 HOKIE 27J  
Polled /// Black /// WTZ 27J /// BPG1417594 /// 1/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.7 2.6 84.4 125.5 15.8 -1.4 58 112.11 73.3

 WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y
D: W2 MABEL 704E
 W2 RED MABEL 504C

Calving A Act. BW 96 Adj. WW 752

7
 R PLUS 5015C
S: R PLUS SWAYZE 7083E 
          MISS R PLUS 4059B

Sire - R Plus Swayze 7083E

LOT 7:  Hokie comes to you with that perfect baldy face just like his daddy Swayze.  A bull who is very impressive from the profile, great topped, that extra hair and 
the herd bull character we all love.  The dam of 27J is a moderate Absolute daughter who every year brings in a top end calf that either makes the bull sale or the 
replacement pen.  If you’re trying to add that popular blaze to your calf crop we find these baldy bulls are the way to go.  
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Another blazed Swayze son out of an Absolute cow which 
would make Electric a ¾ brother to the lot 7 bull.  These Absolute 
daughters are all the same at our place and in fact they’re very 
hard to tell apart.  All good uddered, moderate cows who put a 
lot in to their calves each year.  79J would be one of the youngest 

bulls in the sale and a bull that 
we think is a great candidate 
for those second calvers who 
you may not want to put a pure 
power bull on in their second 
year of production.

8

LOT 8

W2 ELECTRIC 79J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 79J /// BPG1417606 /// 13/5/2021 

 R PLUS 5015C
S: R PLUS SWAYZE 7083E
 MISS R PLUS 4059B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.1 3 85.5 128.1 16.7 -0.4 59.5 114.51 73.96

 WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y
D: W2 AUGUST NIGHTS 705E
 W2 AUGUST NIGHTS 503C

Calving AA Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 690

Maternal Brother - WW 6E

These blazed bulls just keep on coming with another Swayze son 
who has calving ease written all over him. His Boone Pickens dam 
was purchased from Rancier Farms as a bred heifer and her first 
bull went through the sale last year and this would be her second 

try.  These tidy shouldered, nice 
headed  Simmental bulls are 
what we will reccommend those 
producers who maybe want to 
try a Simmental bull for the first 
time.  Bulls that will still bring that 
big calf in in the fall, but you don’t 
sacrifice any calving ease with.   9

LOT 9

W2 PAY BACK 45J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 45J /// BPG1417589 /// 10/4/2021 

 R PLUS 5015C
S: R PLUS SWAYZE 7083E
 MISS R PLUS 4059B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.8 2.1 79.3 119.6 18.4 1.2 58.1 111.99 71.15

 TJSC BOONE PICKENS 46C
D: RF/RUST FIRST CLASS 817F
 KEYSTONE FIRST CLASS 1Y

Calving AA Act. BW 90 Adj. WW 670

Maternal Grandsire - TJSC Boone 
Pickens 46C

Another blazed bull who, like his brothers, we think will calve really 
well and still put some pounds on those calves come fall time.  19J 
comes from a cow who came out of the Westway program and 
this is her third bull she has put through our sale.  Sons have went 

to Michael Penner of Dewberry 
as well as to the Kelly Husch 
herd at St Walburg.  Another 
moderate framed bull, packed 
full of muscle with the beautiful 
blaze that is in such demand 
right now.

10

LOT 10

W2 HEMISPHERE 19J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 19J /// BPG1417960 /// 28/1/2021 

 R PLUS 5015C
S: R PLUS SWAYZE 7083E
 MISS R PLUS 4059B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.4 4.3 83.9 130.3 17.1 1.2 59.1 103.91 68.71

 IPU 403P RED LOTTO 198A
D: WFL RED HARMONY 6138D
 WFL RED HARMONY 2034Z

Calving AA Act. BW 85 Adj. WW 702

Dam - WFL Red Harmony 6138D
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Here is a good one.  He is actually a ¾ Simmental, ¼ Angus by 
pedigree.  We have sold 3 bulls through our sale out of this cow 
and she’s an absolute dandy! Maternal brothers have went to 
Boulder Bottom and Luke Warrilow, while a full brother went last 

year to Kure Farms.  There’s not 
too many holes in this guy and 
will be easy to find sale day.

11

LOT 11

W2 WATCHMAN 30J  
Polled ///   /// WTZ 30J ///  unregistered /// 18/4/2021 

 R PLUS 5015C
S: R PLUS SWAYZE 7083E
 MISS R PLUS 4059B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

D: SIMM/ANGUS

Calving A Act. BW 96 Adj. WW 760

Maternal Brother - WTZ 503E

Grandsire - WS Epic

An unregistered bull who is a purebred Simmental who for some 
reason we never got DNA sent in on the dam who was actually an 
embryo calf.  39J himself is impressive from the profile and looks 
even better we think when he gets out on the move.  A bull that 
we believe is built for longevity and like all our bulls we think has 

a set of feet and legs on him 
that will last.  No feet have been 
trimmed on any bulls and we feel 
our management bringing these 
bulls along allows us to do that.  

Here is an unregistered bull who is indeed a purebred Simmental 
and the only reason for not being registered is no fault of his own.   
We have had a hold up with DNA on his mother who is a big 
bodied heavy milking momma.  We really admire this bull for his 
strong foot, the way he gets around and the natural muscle he 
possesses.  Like I mentioned earlier we get paid for our calves by 
the pound and this guy will put pounds on your calf crop. 

12

14

LOT 12

LOT 14

W2 SWAYZE 39J  
Polled ///   /// WTZ 39J /// unregistered /// 04/5/021 

W2 CHAOS 31J 
Polled ///   /// WTZ 31J /// unregistered /// 27/4/2021 

  R PLUS 5015C
S: R PLUS SWAYZE 7083E
  MISS R PLUS 4059B

  WS EPIC
S: WHEATLAND CHAOS
  WHEATLAND LADY 913W

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

D: SIMMENTAL

D: SIMMENTAL

Calving A Act. BW 88 Adj. WW 740

Calving AA Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 781

Paternal Brother to Lots 6 - 12
W2 Kingdom
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Maternal Grandsire - Mr Hoc Broker

W2 BLACKHAWK 51J  
Polled /// Black /// WTZ 51J /// BPG1417961 /// 13/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.7 1.9 70 100.6 25.1 2.8 60.1 111.92 68.23

 MR HOC BROKER
D: W2 MARIAH 802F
 LFE MARIAH 112M

Calving AA Act. BW 85 Adj. WW 780

15
 WS EPIC E152
S: WHEATLAND CHAOS 9145G 
          WHEATLAND LADY 913W

Sire - Wheatland Chaos 9145G

LOT 15:  The Blackhawk bull will be a favorite come sale day we are sure for a number of reasons.  His popular baldy face with the goggles draw you in, but when 
analyzing the bull it’s easy to see there’s a lot of good in this bull no matter the color.  He comes from a baldy first calf Broker heifer that we have a lot of time for.  
The Chaos bull was purchased to walk with the heifers and he did so for 3 years and we love the calves.  It’s always tricky with these calving ease bulls, you want 
them to come easy, but there still needs to be something there come fall time and he has done exactly that for us.  So much so that we plan to use the bull on a 
group of cows this year as he has outgrown the heifer pen.  This will be one of the top bulls in the sale in my opinion and with the calving ease built right in it’s just 
icing on the cake. 

Paternal Grandsire - SFI Savage D20

W2 ADRENALINE 26J  
Polled /// Black /// WTZ 26J /// BPG1417595 /// 1/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.2 3.7 73.3 110.4 20.5 4 57.2 103.1 66.39

 R PLUS 3071A
D: W2 BEHAVING BADLY 615D
 W2 BEHAVING BADLY 415B

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 740

16
 SFI SAVAGE D20
S: W2 RUSH 1G 
          RF MISS 607D

Dam - W2 Behaving Badly 615D

LOT 16:  The dam of 26J is one of the favorite cows on the place.  She is massive middled and has been from a young age.  When the 26J bull stood alongside his 
dam in the summer of 2021 they were an impressive pair who regularly got picked out on grass.  The breeding on the top side of this bull is a little different going 
back to a bull we sold out of this Sale to Kelly Husch of St Walburg.  We used the bull as a yearling when we ran in to bull issues and then sold him that next year 
through our sale.  When we saw his first and only set of calves hit the ground at our place we tried to buy back in to the bull to no avail….  The 26J bull will be popular 
in the black pen we’re sure come February 21.
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Certify 76J comes from one of the top producing black cows on the 
place.  She sent a sale feature to the Turin Colony in year 2 of our 
sale and has sent numerous females into the replacement pen.  
She is a big, powerful cow who is hard to miss.  Certify himself is a 

low set stout son of the Rush bull 
who himself was built that very 
same way.  All the Rush calves 
for the one year he walked at 
our place were super impressive 
when they hit the ground, stout 
and hairy!  A moderate bull who 
will put some jam in to a group 
of steers! 17

LOT 17

W2 CERTIFY 76J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 76J /// BPG1417605 /// 30/4/2021 

 SFI SAVAGE D20
S: W2 RUSH 1G
 RF MISS 607D

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.4 4.2 77.4 117.5 22.5 4.6 61.2 106.8 68.65

 BLCC MR SLEDGE 135Z
D: W2 KALA 505C
 W2 AIR MAIL 305A

Calving A Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 700

Maternal Brother 

Dam - RF Miss 607D

8J is a son of our 607D Rancier cow who produced the $26,000 
Kingdom bull we sold in year 3 of our sale.  We have since flushed 
the cow and have a large number of calves on the ground that 
will highlight our sale next year we suspect.  8J himself is as clean 
fronted of a bull as we can make.  There is no waste there at all and 

if you’re looking to “pretty up” a 
group of cows this may very well 
be your guy.  For how sleek he 
is through his front end he still 
has plenty of jam when you get 
behind him.  He will be one of the 
heavy weights we suspect come 
sale day. 18

LOT 18

W2 PANAMA 8J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 8J /// BPG1417531 /// 7/1/2021 

 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F
 WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.1 5.3 90 130 24 2.3 69 99.43 72.99

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
D: RF MISS 607D
 NCD MS FULL DREAM 50A

Calving A Act. BW 84 Adj. WW 828

Tyson 11J looks like a herd bull.  He has from a very young age.  He is a 
full brother to the red blazed yearling selling as lot 46 this year.  The 
dam of these bulls is absolutely beautiful.  Perfect uddered both 
in terms of teet size and shape and also suspension of the udder.  

Rival has done exactly what we 
asked of him, he breeds like a 
champ, maintains condition 
and is easy to work with.   This 
Rival son looks a lot like his sire, 
proud fronted, big footed and 
commands your attention in the 
pen.  A bull that will be easy to 
find sale day. 19

LOT 19

W2 TYSON 11J  
Polled /// Black  /// WTZ 11J /// BPG1417534 /// 11/1/2021 

 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F
 WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.6 3.8 89.7 129.4 25.5 2.1 70.4 108.38 77.53

 WS STEPPING STONE B44
D: W2 ABBY 807F
 RF MISS 607D

Calving A Act. BW 90 Adj. WW 804

Paternal Brother Lots 19 - 28
Wheatland Next Century
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Maternal Brother

W2 SUNDAY RED 32J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 32J /// PG1417592 /// 6/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
3.5 6 83.3 110.6 25 2.3 66.7 99.29 68.12

 W2 MR YA-MAN 108Y
D: W2 NOTORIOUS 594C
 ERIXON LADY 94X

Calving A Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 826

20
 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F 
          WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

Maternal Sister

LOT 20:  Sunday Red comes from one of the top red cows on the place.  She has put two top end bulls through the sale as well as a feature heifer for us in the 
Border City Female Sale we consign in each year.  The first year of our sale her son topped the sale at $18,000 going to Ruzicka Farms.  To be totally transparent the 
32J bull likes to be in a group.  We have never been scared of the bull or he wouldn’t be here.  The bull has been a stud from a young age with his natural muscle 
shape, ideal hip and a great set of legs to get around on.  He would be one of the top Rival sons to date and a personal favorite around here.

Maternal Brother

W2 FREEMONT 54J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 54J /// PG1417959 /// 17/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.6 5.7 93.3 128.4 22.1 1.7 68.8 99.52 75.39

 BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D
D: W2 CINDERELLA SCREAM 800F
 JETSTREAM CINDERELLA 3C

Calving A Act. BW 96 Adj. WW 790

21
 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F 
          WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

Maternal Grandsire - Captain Scream

LOT 21:  Here is one of the favorites of the Rival sire group, partially because of the cow behind this bull, but also because he’s a damn good bull!  Dark red, hairy 
and a bull that travels so freely are why were sure this bull will have some admirers come sale day.  On her first try the 800F Captain Scream cow sent a bull through 
this sale to Doug Crawford of Lacombe and on her second try she brought this dandy to the table.  Those cows pay the bills and you can be reassured this bull is 
backed up by a top notch female.
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Maternal Sister

W2 BRADY 57J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 57J /// UNR1417600 /// 18/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.3 3.7 82.1 110.8 23.8 3.4 64.9 103.52 69.91

 RF MERCHANT 481B
D: SVS BLK JENNA 717E
 SVS BLK JENNA 42A

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 740

22
 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F 
          WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

Dam - SVS BLK Jenna 717E

LOT 22:  Here’s a direct son of our SVS Jenna donor female who we purchased back in 2019 out of the Border City Sale for $30,000.  This makes this guy a maternal 
brother to the popular Lot 1 bull.  When you look at this bull on paper he reads very well, stacked with maternal greats and when you see him in the flesh you will 
appreciate how well this bull does everything.  Long spined, big hipped, hairy and athletic is why you may want to have a look here.

W2 SWEET WATER 35J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 35J /// PG1417590 /// 7/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.8 4 77.1 103.5 25.5 2.9 64.1 109.18 70.32

 R PLUS 3157A
D: W2 MIA 510C
 W2 UNIQUE MIA 810U

Calving A Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 824

23
 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F 
          WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

Sire of Lots 19 - 28; 45, 46
Wheatland Rival 8125F

LOT 23:  Another Rival son who looks like a herd bull.  One of the larger framed bulls in the sale, a set of steers off him will pay some bills come fall time.  The dam 
backing this herd bull is one of the easiest doing females on the place.  Looks the same every day of the year.  The Rival bull himself has bred very well for us and 
with daughters now milking he’s a bull we just have to keep using.  The cows are all beautiful uddered, usually dark red and very good mothers.  When making a 
big herd bull purchase, they always say you don’t know if you made a sound decision until you see the daughters milking and by the looks of things we made a 
good one.
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Another larger framed Rival son who will pound down the scale 
come sale day.  Long bodied, very good footed and backed by 
a very good Teddy cow make this guy one to have a serious look 
at.  The 7129 cow consistently brings in a big calf every fall with 10J 

being no exception.  If you’re looking to add 
a frame size to your cattle or just like some 
frame in your cattle this guy should fit the 
bill.    

24

LOT 24

W2 RED ANSWER 10J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 10J /// PG1417533 /// 11/1/2021 

 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F
 WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.8 4.1 78.7 108.7 22.9 1.7 62.3 103.28 69.71

 DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z
D: W2 SPLASH 7129E
 ERIXON LADY 129Y

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 802

The dam of this bull was bought as a calf from the Maxwell 
program and she has grown in to a beautiful female who in her 
first two tries has brought a bull in to the sale pen.  Again, when 
we talk about consistency and a cow paying her way this one is 
doing just that.  Marino 9J again will be one of the larger framed 

bulls in the sale and a bull that 
you would say has that extra 
rib to him.  He’s dark red, sharp 
fronted and still has some jam to 
him when you get behind him.  
Again, a bull that will sire some 
heavy weight steers come fall 
time we’re sure.25

LOT 25

W2 MARINO 9J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 9J /// PG1417532 /// 10/1/2021 

 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F
 WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.4 3.7 86.1 119.5 32.7 3.6 75.8 118.92 77.77

 CIRCLE G CASH 1C
D: NUG MANDY 10G
 NUG FRANCES 92E

Calving A Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 790

Dam as a calf

The only thing missing on this guy’s resume is a full tail.  Oasis 13J 
is full of red meat and just looks like a herd bull.  Backing him on 
the maternal side is a big framed Royal Red female who always 
gets second look by visitors.  Like we said Rival throws some frame 
and throws that dark cherry red which is always paid a premium 

at the market.  I’ve said it 
before and I’ll say it again 
as long as we get paid by 
the pound for these calves, 
bulls like this guy pay their 
way.  

26

LOT 26

W2 OASIS 13J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 13J /// PG1417535 /// 12/1/2021 

 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F
 WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.6 4.9 79.3 109.6 23.4 1.5 63.1 99.46 69.35

 NUG ROYAL RED 324A
D: W2 MADELINE 702E
 WW MADELINE 103Y

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 800

Annual Fishing Trip
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A large framed Liberator who comes from a young cow who is 
proving she can raise herd bulls with a maternal brother to 50J in 
the bull pen for next year that was one of the heavy weights at 
weaning.  Liberator was one of the first “big” investments we made 
with the purebreds and he has paid his way and more.  

29

LOT 29

W2 BACK FORTY 50J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 50J /// PG1417958 /// 22/4/2021 

 KWA LAW MAKER 59C
S: DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E
 DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.7 2.7 72.5 115 26 5.2 62.3 119.64 70.36

 DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z
D: W2 AUGUST NIGHTS 806F
 W2 AUGUST NIGHTS 503C

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 760

Sire - Double Bar D Liberator

A really stylish Rival son who came from a first calf heifer and did a 
really nice job on her first try.  We have used Rival on a handful of 
heifers a couple different years and had good results.  We wouldn’t 
call him a heifer bull by no means, but he has always calved really 
well for us.  As the picture of this guy shows he’s another bull who 

you could say has that extra 
rib in him.  He’s dark red, moves 
like a cat and a bull that we 
think will sire a really nice set of 
replacement heifers.  

27

LOT 27

W2 FURY 1J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 1J /// PG1417522 /// 1/1/2021 

 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F
 WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.4 4.3 84.3 117.1 27.8 2.7 70 112.94 75.69

 KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
D: W2 CALI 964G
 WW CALI 164Y

Calving AA Act. BW 90 Adj. WW 740

Maternal Grandsire - KWA Mountain 18C

Here would be the most moderate of the Rival sire group.  A bull that 
is backed by a very neat moderate framed cow who consistently 
puts bulls through this sale and heifers in the replacement pen.  We 
talk a lot about consistency in the cow herd and like we said in our 
welcome we were very tough on cows this last year and only cows 

that pull their weight are here.  
The 656 cow pulls her weight.

28

LOT 28

W2 RIVAL 66J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 66J /// PG1417603 /// 21/4/2021 

 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F
 WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.5 5 80.2 112.3 24.6 1.5 64.7 108.81 70.19

 KS RED BY DESIGN N968
D: W2 BORDER 656D
 W2 BORDERTOWN 456B

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 710

Maternal Brother - WW 17F
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W2 VERMILION 24J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 24J /// PG1417596 /// 30/3/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.1 3.8 76.6 122.7 26 4.4 64.3 118.48 71.76

 WLB BULL 48Z 347B
D: W2 DRAMA QUEEN 648D
 W2 X RENEGADE LADY 048X

Calving A Act. BW 88 Adj. WW 760

30
 KWA LAW MAKER 59C
S: DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E 
          DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X

Dam - W2 Drama Queen 648D

Sire - Double Bar D Liberator 412E

LOT 30:  Vermilion 24J patterns the Liberator bull himself very closely and again is a real nice representation of the Liberator sire group.  The cow behind 24J is my 
kind of cow, moderate, big ribbed and has a beautiful udder.   The Liberator daughters we have are all bold ribbed and have a very maternal look to them.  Cows 
that we think will have some longevity in them

W2 PATROL 69J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 69J /// PG1417611 /// 22/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.1 2.9 73.8 118.5 24 5.4 60.9 116.25 70.65

 W2 TALKIN BUSINESS 16T
D: W2 TALKIN AWAY 640D
 W2 BOMBS AWAY 440B

Calving AA Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 795

31
 KWA LAW MAKER 59C
S: DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E 
          DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X

LOT 31:  One of the favorite bulls in the pen for a lot of different reasons.  That beautiful blaze and dark red color will draw you in, but when you get analyzing the 
bull he’s got so many things going for him.  Big topped, hairy and sits down a perfect leg and foot.  A bull that has been a lot of fun watching mature and one that 
just looks like a herd bull.  We believe Patrol 69J will be a feature bull on February 21 and quite possibly the top Liberator son we have sold to date.  
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W2 RAY FINKLE 46J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 46J /// PG1417588 /// 11/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.8 3.8 82.6 132.5 28 5.5 69.3 118.96 73.32

 NUG ULTIMATE 6D
D: NUG KORA 46F
 MECK FIREFLY 76Z

Calving A Act. BW 96 Adj. WW 804

32
 KWA LAW MAKER 59C
S: DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E 
          DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X

Dam - NUG Kora 46F

LOT 32:  This is the third year of Liberator bulls selling through our sale and they have been very well received by the commercial cattleman.  Big ribbed, hairy and 
docile would best describe this sire group.  Liberator himself was one of the most impressive herd sires to see in the flesh.  He moved like a cat and looked the same 
way coming out of breeding pasture as he went in.   Backing Ray Finkle 46j is a big framed red blazed cow that came out of the Maxwell program.  A pen favorite 
here and one we think will have some friends on the 21st of February.

W2 GOVERNOR 56J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 56J /// PG1418633 /// 18/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.8 2.4 74.2 121.5 25.8 4.7 62.9 125.67 73.36

 TCM TRI-STAR CUPID
D: W2 BOMBS AWAY 740E
 W2 BOMBS AWAY 440B

Calving A Act. BW 92 Adj. WW 720

33
 KWA LAW MAKER 59C
S: DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E 
          DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X

LOT 33:  The 740 cow who backs 56J is one of the prettiest cows on the place.  Cherry red, very good uddered and that easy doing kind.  A whole field of cows like 
this one are what dreams are made of.  The 56J bull himself is a typical Liberator son, big middled, large testicles and has that herd bull look to him.  We will only 
have a handful of Liberator sons next year so this will be one of the last times to grab one.  If any of these Liberator sons can mature into half the bull Liberator 
was you will be laughing.  

Sire - Double Bar D Liberator 412E
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Spark is the third straight year our daughter Marley has put a bull 
though the sale.  Marley’s purebred herd was started with the 
purchase of a red baldy bred heifer named Passion coming from 
our good friends at Mader Ranches.  Passion has matured into a 
moderate framed cow who has done a lot of good at our place 

in her short four years here.  Spark is 
another one of these Liberator sons 
who have that herd bull look to them.  
The whole sire group is very uniform 
and from our past Liberator sons we’ve 
sold they are all big nutted bulls who 
go out and breed very well for their new 
owners.34

LOT 34

W2 SPARK 75J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 75J /// PG1417604 /// 28/4/2021 

 KWA LAW MAKER 59C
S: DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E
 DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.4 2.9 76.4 121.3 27.5 4.6 65.7 122.02 73.17

 MADER FUGITIVE 35C
D: MADER PASSION 71E
 MADER RED PASSION 129A

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 720

Our lone Jesse James son in the sale this year.  Jesse James was the 
first ever son sold of the famous Venom bull who was sold out of 
the R Plus program. Since that time the Venom sons have cut a 
very wide swath in the industry.  Our largest sire group last year 
was Jesse James and several of our high selling bulls came from 

that sire group.  The 364 cow has 
put a bull through the sale for 4 
consecutive years.  The 71J bull fits 
the mold of all those past bulls.  
Larger framed and packed full of 
red meat. 

35

LOT 35

W2 CRAVE 71J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 71J /// PG1418634 /// 25/4/2021 

 R PLUS VENOM 4006B
S: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D
 MISS R PLUS 4094B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.8 4.4 76.3 114.3 24.5 4.1 62.7 96.49 64.74

 SVS RED HOT 6X
D: W2 ALABAMA HOT 364A
 WW CALI 164Y

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 800

Sire - R Plus Jesse James 6062D

55J is the lone Mountain son in the sale and it really is a shame.  
Mountain sons have been a part of every sale we have hosted and 
we have sold more Mountain bulls than any other sire group in our 
5 years.  Mountain was our go to heifer bull for a long time here 
and we have never calved such a bomb proof bull still to this day.   

A full brother to 55J was one of 
the leadoff bulls in our inaugural 
sale going to Ruzicka Farms of 
Killiam for $13,500.  

36

LOT 36

W2 YELLOWSTONE 55J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 55J /// PG1417598 /// 18/4/2021 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
10.3 1.5 69.6 103.7 25.9 4.9 60.7 127.76 72.35

 RU TRADIN PAINT 2Y
D: W2 ALWAYS PARADISE 319A
 MCINTOSH PARADISE 19Y

Calving AAA Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 730

Full Sib - W2 Pioneer
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The 864 cow in her short time in production has done a lot of 
good for us.  You won’t find a better udder on a female, both in 
suspension and teat size.  The Rush bull was a bull that we wish we 
could have used a bit more in his short time with us.  He sires calves 
that have that extra dimension to them and when you get over the 

top of any of these Rush bulls there’s just 
a little more there.  

37

LOT 37

W2 RUSH 33J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 33J /// PG1417591 /// 6/4/2021 

 SFI SAVAGE D20
S: W2 RUSH 1G
 RF MISS 607D

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.6 4.1 76.6 115.4 22.6 5.1 60.9 97.2 65.8

 R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D
D: W2 ALABAMA HOT 864F
 W2 ALABAMA HOT 364A

Calving A Act. BW 104 Adj. WW 764

Here’s a bull that gets a lot of looks for his neat markings on his face, 
but there’s a lot more to this bull then a baldy face.  He comes from 
a 9 yr old female who still walks here and every single year she gets 
us excited for what she has inside of her.  Like his picture shows this 
bull has a lot going for him, proud fronted, great topped and an 

ideal hip are all reasons why he will have 
some friends at the end of February.

Here’s our lone red unregistered bull in the group.  He is indeed a 
purebred, but had some trouble getting his momma registered.  
The cow is actually a black blady Swayze female who is absolutely 
beautiful in her design.  Sired by the Circuit Breaker bull who has done 
a lot of good for us.  In 2020 we went back in the tank and AIed a bunch 

of red heifers to him and a good 
numbers of them stuck.  If you’re 
looking to throw some white on 
the faces of those calves here’s a 
moderate bull that will cross nicely 
with a group of solid colored cows.  
A bull that will calve very well also, 
we think a real nice candidate for 
those second calvers.

38

39

LOT 38

LOT 39

W2 FREEWAY 64J  
Polled /// Red  /// WTZ 64J /// PG1417602 /// 20/4/2021 

W2 CIRCUIT 15J  
Polled ///   /// WTZ 15J /// unregistered /// 17/2/2021 

 SFI SAVAGE D20
S: W2 RUSH 1G
 RF MISS 607D

  WHEATLAND HIGH VOLTAGE
S: WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
  WHEATLAND LADY 81X

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.6 4.2 71.5 109.8 22 4 57.8 102.88 65.59

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

 RU TRADIN PAINT 2Y
D: W2 BEHAVING BADLY 415B
 NORTH HILL SAMMY 69S

D: SIMMENTAL

Calving A Act. BW 90 Adj. WW 720

Calving AA Act. BW 84 Adj. WW 680

Sire of Lots 39-42
Wheatland Circuit Breaker
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Maternal Grandsire - Hooks Shear Force

W2 BREAKAWAY 16J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 16J /// PG1417537 /// 17/1/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
11.8 0.9 74.9 106.7 24.8 7.5 62.3 122.25 77.03

 HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
D: W2 REBEL 978G
 W2 REBEL 778E

Calving AAA Act. BW 90 Adj. WW 780

40
 WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y
S: WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER 
          WHEATLAND LADY 81X

LOT 40:  If you’re a numbers guy you may want to have a look here.  With Calving ease, birth weight and Maternal Calving ease all in the top 10 % of the breed 
here’s a candidate for the heifer pen or at the very least those young cows.  Soft middled cattle are exactly what we are looking to produce around here and this 
guy has it in spades.  He comes from a moderate Shear Force female who has brought in a calf close to her in size in each of her two years of production.

W2 RUBBLE 20J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 20J /// PG1417541 /// 26/1/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.4 3.3 77.1 112.9 24.3 6.1 62.9 111.42 74.12

 NGDB NIGHT’S BOY 72E
D: REDRICH DREAMER 195G
 NCB MS DREAM 109A

Calving A Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 830

41
 WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y
S: WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER 
          WHEATLAND LADY 81X

LOT 41:  Here’s our youngest kid Merit’s bull he named Rubble.  Rubble has had that crest and herd bull presence to him from a young age.  His first calf mother did 
a bang up job on him and since has put a standout heifer in the replacement pen.  We think Merits got a good one with that cow.  Rubble we are sure will weigh 
up sale day and if you’re looking to up those weaning weights you may want to have a look here.
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Sire - Wheatland Circuit Breaker

Maternal Grandsire - Double Bar D Liberator

W2 BREAKOUT 18J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 18J /// PG1417539 /// 22/1/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
10.4 2.5 74.2 109.6 25.8 7.5 62.9 116.33 73.43

 DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E
D: W2 NOTORIOUS 994G
 W2 NOTORIOUS 594C

Calving AA Act. BW 88 Adj. WW 780

42
 WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y
S: WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER 
          WHEATLAND LADY 81X

LOT 42:  Another Circuit Breaker son who will be high in the sale order come February 21.  Out of a young Liberator cow who comes from one of, if not the top red 
female on the place 594C.   Just a bull that ties everything together so perfectly.  Really admire the skull shape of this bull and he ties that into a very nice front third.  
The way this bull hold together on the move is a thing of beauty.  A bull that will calve really well, but we feel has enough jam to use on any kind of cow you wish.  
Definite sale feature here and one that will find some friends sale day.

Maternal Grandsire - Double Bar D Liberator

Sire - Wheatland Chaos 9145G

W2 ALABAMA 47J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 47J /// PG1417587 /// 11/4/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9 1.8 75.5 112.7 27.9 3.7 65.7 120.38 74.08

 DOUBLE BAR D LIBERATOR 412E
D: W2 CALI 926G
 W2 CALI 516C

Calving AA Act. BW 80 Adj. WW 710

43
 WS EPIC E152
S: WHEATLAND CHAOS 9145G 
          WHEATLAND LADY 913W

LOT 43:  A moderate framed bull who packs some punch to him when you get behind him.  Not the biggest bull in the pen, but a bull that has a lot of good to 
him.  The Chaos bull who is a son of the popular Epic bull used all over North America on heifers has done everything we have asked of him.  We liked the Chaos  
bull so much on heifers that now that he’s outgrown the heifer pasture he will get his own group of mature cows.  Chaos is a heifer bull that doesn’t look like a 
heifer bull with his sheer mass and power.  
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W2 MAHOMES 23J  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 23J /// PG1417597 /// 4/2/2021 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
11.3 0 70.4 100.1 26 5.1 61.2 122.97 74.35

 WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
D: W2 LICIOUS LADY 928G
 W2 LICIOUS LADY 728E

Calving AAA Act. BW 86 Adj. WW 720

44
 WS EPIC E152
S: WHEATLAND CHAOS 9145G 
          WHEATLAND LADY 913W

Maternal Granddam - WFL 9028W

LOT44:  Another Chaos bull who like his brother is packed full of red meat in a moderate package.  We will have a larger group of Chaos bulls next year in the sale 
and at this moment are some of the best in the pen.  The dam of the 23J bull is a direct daughter of the Licious cow who was the first cow we flushed on the place.  
928 is moderate in size, but knows how to raise calves who continually make the bull sale or replacement pen.

Paternal Brother Lots 45 & 46
Wheatland Next Century

W2 CARDINAL RED 16K  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 16K /// PG1404133 /// 12/2/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.7 3.7 77.8 105.2 25.5 3.2 64.4 104.64 69.86

 MRL GAME CHANGER 12A
D: MADER QUEEN B 344D
 HILLS QUEEN B

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 890

45
 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F 
          WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

Dam- Mader Queen B 344D

LOT 45:  If loose hided, huge ribbed cattle are your thing you might want to have a look here.  16K comes from a huge middled cow purchased from Mader 
Ranches and all she has done for us is produce with Cardinal Red being her greatest accomplishment to date.  There is so much good to this bull, starting with 
that perfect skull and ending with a big old hip all while standing on what we would consider an ideal foot.  You will drive a lot of miles to find a bull that has that 
natural spring of rib that Cardinal has.  He is exactly the kind of bull we want to produce, easy doing, loose hided and quiet as a church mouse.  Just a February 
12th bull, but one that will weigh up like those early January bulls comes sale day.
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Sire - Wheatland Rival 8125F

W2 WESTSIDE 11K  
Polled /// Red /// WTZ 11K /// PG1404134 /// 5/2/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.6 3.8 89.7 129.4 25.5 2.1 70.4 108.38 77.53

 WS STEPPING STONE B44
D: W2 ABBY 807F
 RF MISS 607D

Calving A Act. BW 96 Adj. WW 846

46
 CCLT ALLIANCE 91C
S: WHEATLAND RIVAL 8125F 
          WHEATLAND LADY 5213C

Dam as calf - W2 Abby 807F

LOT 46:  The mother of Westside is quickly rising the ranks here at W2.  She’s a black baldy Stepping Stone cow who is a direct daughter of our Rancier cow who we 
successfully flushed in the past.  Westside is a bull who we just love from the profile, but you don’t see his full worth until you get behind him and see his huge hip and 
top.  He very well may be the biggest topped bull we have ever produced at this age.  The icing on top is the beautiful blaze he possesses in a cherry red package.  
We believe these 3 yearlings are all very high end bulls and everyone who stops by seems to have a different favorite in the pen… A good problem to have.  

Maternal Brother - W2 Kraken

W2 SOUTHSIDE 2K  
Polled /// Black /// WTZ 2K /// BPTG1404132 /// 20/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
16.3 0.7 62.6 85.7 24.2 7.5 55.5 120.49 65.43

 WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
D: RCR FLIRTY MAGILCUTY 7D
 RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

Calving AAA Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 802

47
 MAR MAC UTAH WHISKY 52E
S: WLB TOP TIER 456G 
          WLB 47Y FAE 343E

Dam - RCR Flirty Magilcuty 7D

LOT 47:  You might remember the two full brothers who led off our 2022 Bull Sale who were out of our top Donor female and highest earning female on the farm 
to date RCR Flirty Magilcuty.  Well here is a maternal brother who is the same quality, with better calving ease numbers.  Sired by the popular Top Tier bull we have 
all kind of faith in using this guy on heifers.   Southside has had a lot of admirers on grass this summer and he has only got better with age.  Standing alongside the 
two red power yearlings in the pen Southside hold his own in terms of shape and dimension, which isn’t always the case with these calving ease bulls.  We believe 
this hetro black, homo polled blazed stud will have some admirers on the 21st.  
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thank you to
our 2022 buyers!

*Westman Farms
Ruzicka Farms
Kari Williams
Ty & Josh Miller  
Jesse Guy 
Doug Crawford
Josie Crawford
Lazy Bar B Simmentals
* Plain Lake Colony
Poplar Rose Farms
L&L Adams Farms
Wayne Wotschell
*Hines Farms             
Boulder Bottom Stock Farms
*Kure Farms

Matthew Rumohr
*Mike Leblanc
Luke Warrilow
R & V White Ranches
Conrad Bielesch
*W2 Farms
Calerdon  Cattle Co.  
Duke Cattle
4G Wild Farms 
Double RN Ranch 
Devon Cornish
Marshall Soroka
Kenny Smyl
WC Farms Ltd
Larry Kochan

Eyben Farms Ltd
*James Preston
*Ron Leskow
Double Down Ranch
Arnold Sein
Justin Koch
Younker Cattle Co
David Fraser
*Kenny Smyl
Quentin Motley
Brandon Combre
Randy Geisler

* Indicates multiple bulls

Wallgren Farms have been great to work with as they 
continually strive to produce and develop elite Simmental 
cattle. Brant is as keen as any young person in the industry 
and has done a great job in developing this consistent set of 
bulls.

The bulls are developed on grass with their dams and then 
moved onto a balanced TMR that promotes lean muscle 
growth. Organic minerals are used to ensure proper 
immune function and the overall health of the bulls. The 
nutritional health and development of the bulls and the 
entire cowherd is of utmost importance and is continually 
being tweaked to meet environmental and seasonal 
conditions. If you have any questions about the nutrition 
program of the Wallgren bulls, feel free to call.

Ryley Noble
Beef Advisor
(587) 217-9599
ryley.noble@bullseyefeeds.ca © More Than Just Feed

On behalf of Westman Animal Nutrition, we would 
like to thank the Waltz family for trusting in us with 
their cow herd nutrition advice and PerforMAX 
mineral needs.  Congratulations on a solid group 
of bulls on offer, that extends back to a lineup of 
strong core genetics.  Make sure and mark your 
calendar, so you don’t miss the opportunity to own 
some solid W2 Land & Cattle genetics!
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WALLGREN FARMS 
RR # 1  EDGERTON, AB  T0B 1K0

Brant Wallgren 639-840-0126  |   Dean Wallgren 780-806-0571  |  brantwallgren66@gmail.com

Welcome to the 5th annual W2 Land & Cattle Bull Sale, we are always thankful for this opportunity to be guest consignor 
in this great sale! We have really enjoyed marketing our bulls in this event the last few years and we are always excited 
to bring a new set of bulls to offer every year. It’s a great privilege to work alongside the Waltz family as they are truly an 
amazing family that are good friends of ours, they are passionate about the cattle industry and run a great operation! 

Our farm is located 10 miles north of Edgerton AB, where we farm roughly 1800 acres, and run 150 cows. We may not have 
quantity in our herd of Purebred Simmental cows but we have made sure that the quality is the best we can make it going 
forward, so that we can bring a elite set of bulls to this sale year after year. We also run a top notch set of commercial cows 
and they play a big part in expanding our purebred genetics. We calve the commercials early with the purebreds and that 
way we are able to utilize them to expand our purebreds genetics with embryo transplants. Our ET program has created a 
new and fresh lineup of genetics and we implant 
20-30 embryos every spring off our elite donors 
and also from some of the hottest genetics we 
acquire throughout different sales. This creates 
a strong lineup of some of the newest and most 
proven genetics in the breed and we continue to 
keep growing our herd this way. This lineup of 
bulls is a group that’s been sure fun to watch grow 
over the last year and truly a group we are darn 
proud of. Our bulls are fed on Bulleyes TMR based 
ration, and are kept in large pens to allow ideal 
movement at all times as structural soundness is 
very important to us. Attention to detail in feeding 
and management we take very seriously and 
stand 100% behind our bulls. We feel confident we 
have assembled a group of bulls that represents 
the direction our program is aiming toward, and 
we are sure proud of them. 

You’re always welcome to stop in and have a look 
at the bulls and cowherd anytime of the year, we 
would love to show you around. Don’t hesitate to 
contact us about any of the bulls in the offering 
or give a shout to anyone on Bohrson Marketing 
team for their professional assistance. We would 
like to thank all our buyers over the previous years, 
everyone’s support is overwhelming and greatly 
appreciated! We look forward to seeing everyone 
sale day on February 21! 

The Wallgren Family
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WF MOONWALK 113K  
Homo Polled /// Black /// WF 113K /// BPG1396238 /// 30/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.3 2.7 73.8 116.9 19.7 4.7 56.6 118.82 70.13

 NCB COBRA 47Y
D: WF SHAMELESS 8G
 MADER SHAMELESS 49E

Calving AA Act. BW 90 Sept 15 wt 950 Adj. WW 854

48
 LFE BEAST MODE 305D
S: LFE WARZONE 415G 
          LFE BS CROCUS 11W

WF Shameless 8G - Dam

LOT 48:  Big time herd bull alert! Here’s a bull that has been high on our radar from a young age, and he has proven to just keep getting better. Moonwalk is 
so overwhelming in terms of power, stoutness, bone structure, hair and all round shape and presence. We find Moonwalk quite hard to fault as there’s not lots 
we want to change about him. His dam is a strong uddered, perfect footed, hardworking, productive cow that has nailed it out of the park with this guy. This is 
Warzone’s first set of calves here and we can’t say enough about what he has done here. We think Moonwalk may arguably have as much potential as his sire 
and he’s a bull we are sure darn proud of! 

WF Flirt 96K - Maternal Sib

WF REVVED UP 90K  
Polled /// Homo Black /// WF 90K /// BPTG1390117 /// 7/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.4 3.9 72.5 113.5 17.8 0.9 54.1 102.04 64.45

 ERIXON RELENTLESS 110D
D: RF FLIRT 820F
 RUST MISS 5304C

Calving A Act. BW 104 Sept 15 WT 840 Adj. WW 687

49
 RF CAPACITY 742E
S: RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G 
          RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z

RF Flirt 820F - Dam

LOT 49:  Revved Up is a result of a embryo purchase from Rancier farms, we had confidence this mating would click and it did just that. When this guy was born 
we knew he would be a total stud! A very stout made, big middled, big boned bull with lots of hair and punch to him. His dam is a young donor at Rancier’s and 
she is as picture perfect as any. An attractive made, nice fronted, great female that goes back to an elite cow family. We have 2 full sisters to Revved Up and the 
one sold through Friday Night Lights and commanded 13,500, and the other full sister is at the top of the replacement pen. If you like them stout with a great cow 
family behind one, take a look here.
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Maternal Sib

Lot 51 Lot 51

Full Sister

LOTS 48, 49, 50:  A trio of full brothers that we are quite high on. These 
brothers have been standouts since birth and are just the type that keep 
getting better. Performance driven, perfect footed, long bodied bulls that 
are developing into ideal breeding pieces. They stem back to the great 
CMS Soda Pop 410B cow that consistently produces good ones again 
and again. Maternal sisters that have sold over the last few years have 
averaged up 32,000. The Soda Pop cow family is well known for being big 
bodied, soft made, good uddered, prolific donor females. Witness is best 
known for his high performing sons as he is ranked top 1% in the breed 
for WW and YW. WF Evidence 89K has been a fun one to watch develop 
and work on, he was our pick of the bulls this summer and we decided to 
showcase him this fall and he had quite the run. He was named Reserve 
Senior bull and he was also Reserve King of the Ring bull calf at Lloydminster 
Stockade Roundup. WF First Class 88K is overwhelming in terms of power 
and size. He is massive made and is the heaviest bull in the pen, weaning 
off at 1120 mid September. WF Sniper 91K is the big middled, long sided, big 
footed and longest bodied bull in the pen. These brothers have been farm 
favourites around here for a reason, look no further. 

 DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
D: CMS SODA POP 410B
 HPF CREAM SODA Y010

 OLF OTIS Y43
S: LCDR WITNESS 541C 
          WS MOTHER LODE W21

51

52

WF EVIDENCE 89K  
Homo Pld / Hetero Blk  / WF 89K / BPTG1390128 / 6/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.3 4.9 92.6 138.9 19 4.3 65.3 110.02 72.55

50

WF FIRST CLASS 88K  
Homo Pld / Hetero Blk  / WF 88K / BPTG1390127 / 6/1/2022 

LOTS 50, 51, 52

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
3.8 4.4 89.2 134.9 19 2.6 63.6 114.32 74.03

Calving A Act. BW 103 Sept 15 WT 1120 Adj. WW 911

WF SNIPER 91K  
Homo Pld /// Black  /// WF 91K /// BPTG1390129 /// 7/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.7 3.8 84.8 125.5 19 3.1 61.4 122.91 76.04

Full Siblings

CMS Soda Pop - DamLCDR Witness

Calving A Act. BW 96 Sept 15 WT 1120 Adj. WW 846

Calving A Act. BW 104 Sept 15 WT 1045 Adj. WW 854
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Maternal Brother

WF STATIC 85K  
Homo Polled /// Black /// WF 85K /// BPG1396215 /// 2/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4 5.7 86.6 126.3 21.7 3 65 107.11 72.59

 MADER TIPPIN POINT 200A
D: MADER ALREADY TAKEN 6C
 MADER LATIFAH 95A

Calving A Act. BW 90 Sept 15 WT 975 Adj. WW 781

53
 NCB COBRA 47Y
S: NGDB STRUCTURE 34D 
          NGDB LOUISE 411 B

Mader Already Taken 6C - Dam

LOT 53:  Static is a soft made, big hipped, huge boned bull with a great haircoat. Maternal strength runs deep in his roots as his mom is one of our main producers 
here. 2 sisters have hit the show road and are working in our herd and another sister sold to Barlee Simmentals a few years back in the Cobra Event. Maternal 
brothers have sold to Neil Johnson and Ron Leskow. We took Static and his dam to a few pen shows this summer and they lit it up, Reserve Champion pair and 
Vermilion and Edgerton pen show. This is her best son to date and  Static had the potential to big time herd bull in the making! 

WF HURRICANE 86K  
Homo Polled /// Black /// WF 86K /// BPG1396226 /// 3/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.5 4.7 89.9 134.5 21.7 4.5 66.7 116.87 78.28

 MADER/CS/RUST CRUZ 3D
D: WF BLACKGOLD 1F
 MADER BLACKGOLD 45D

Calving A Act. BW 103 Sept 15 WT 1000 Adj. WW 804

54
 NCB COBRA 47Y
S: NGDB STRUCTURE 34D 
          NGDB LOUISE 411 B

WF Blackgold 1F - Dam

LOT 54:  Hurricane is sure a neat creature to analyze. He is structurally correct, long bodied, big footed and one that never misses a stride. Hurricane checks a lot 
of the boxes off and is a great resemblance of his sire Structure that has been used heavily in many programs in the last few years. His dam is a massive made, 
big bodied, great footed and a perfect uddered cow that is one that your wish you could a have a hundred look just like her. The groundwork is done on this guy 
and potential should be high! 
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WF Certainly Flirtin 94K - Full Sib to Lots 55, 56

WF UNLIMITED 95K  
Homo Polled /// Red /// WF 95K /// PTG1390122 /// 12/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.1 2.1 75.4 111.5 17.9 4 55.6 97.89 66.77

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
D: RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
 RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z

Calving AA Act. BW 93 Sept 15 WT 1050 Adj. WW 875

55

 JF MILESTONE 999W
S: WHF LIMITLESS B011 
          WHF SIERRA 245S

RF Certainly Flirtin 532C - Dam of Lots 55, 56

LOTS 55 & 56:  A pair of full brothers that are straight from some of the hottest red genetics in the breed. 532C is one of my personal favorite red donors in the 
breed and she has proven herself to be a great one. Her first set of sons grossed over 100K her first year. 532C is an ideal female to build around with udder and 
foot quality being next to perfect, tons of body and volume with that foundation female look to her. We felt her mating to limitless could be real exciting so we 
jumped on the chance and we couldn’t be happier with the results. 95K is blood red, packed full of red meat and is overwhelming in terms of muscle shape and 
softness. He is so stout, wide topped, big hipped and is super cool off the profile, one we feel like is big time herd bull candidate. 101K is very big bellied, awesome 
haired, super sound, with lots of shape and style. Note that 101K was on a very poor recip cow and that’s why these two brothers have such a difference in size. 

101K has really impressed us since weaning as he has sky rocketed and he is slowly catching up to his brother. We campaigned a sister on the show 
road all fall and she sold at Friday Night Lights sale for 9500 respectfully. We truly think these bulls offer some of the best and most exciting red 
genetics out there and they are ready for your appraisal. 

WF LIMITLESS 101K  
Homo Polled /// Red /// WF 101K /// PTG1390123 /// 14/1/2022 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.1 2.7 70.7 107.4 17.9 4.2 53.3 99.36 65.29

Calving AA Act. BW 95 Sept 15 WT 800 Adj. WW 672

56

WHF Limitless B011 -Sire of Lots 55, 56

LOTS 55 & 56 Full Siblings
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This blaze is definitely a farm favorite around here, he’s so neat 
to analyze from the profile and he’s one that has some potential 
ahead of him. He’s so clean fronted, swoopy bellied, with presence 
and style that will stop you in your tracks. Storm Center’s dam is 
an attractive made, productive female and this would be definitely 
her most exciting son to date. Don’t let his birthweight fool you as 
his dam usually holds them in a little longer. We can talk about 
his sires calves all day with this being his first calf crop here and 
he certainly hasn’t missed. A bull that simply worked both ways 
and we sure are high on his sons and may be more excited about 
getting his females into production. Red blazes are sure sought 
after and this is guy is as cool as any! 57

WF STORM CENTER 121K  
Homo Pld /// Red  /// WF 121K /// PG1396221 /// 9/2/2022 

 LFE BEAST MODE 305D
S: LFE WARZONE 415G
 LFE BS CROCUS 11W

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.4 5.1 79.8 123.2 22.4 2.5 62.3 112.13 68.62

 SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
D: CROSSROAD DEVERON 475D
 CROSSROAD ARROW 720A

If we want to talk about cow families this guy might stem back 
to one of our best ones around the farm. Destruction is simply 
built right from the ground up. Square footed, big boned, great 
haired and very docile. We purchased his granddam from 
Mader Ranches from Simpower sale and she has gave us a big 

time female year after year. 
Destruction’s dam is an elite 
cow here, perfect uddered, big 
footed, with so much body and 
volume to her. If you want a bull 
to raise you a nice set a females 
but not lack in power at all, this 
guy should be high on your list. 58

WF DESTRUCTION 125K  
Homo Pld /// Black  /// WF 125K /// BPG1396236 /// 12/2/2022 

 LFE BEAST MODE 305D
S: LFE WARZONE 415G
 LFE BS CROCUS 11W

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.3 3.7 74 120.7 19.1 4 56.1 108.08 66.03

 RF CAPTAIN BLACK 430B
D: WF BLACKGOLD 7G
 MADER BLACKGOLD 45D

WF Blackgold 7G - Dam

Nothings gets more exciting than a cool looking blaze like this guy! 
Playmaker is stout made, big boned, smooth fronted, and athletic, 
and has calving ease and power all in his pedigree. His dam is a very 
solid based, good uddered, hard working young cow here and we are 
very impressed with the job she has done on her first calf. Playmaker 

has really made a big incline since 
weaning and is coming along 
quite nicely and is starting to look 
like his sire more and more every 
day. His sire is a past high seller in 
our bull sale to Clifford Land and 
Cattle and he has seen heavy use 
at both our operations and works 
quite nice on heifers and cows. If 
you like baldies, look no further. 

59

WF PLAYMAKER 119K  
Homo Pld /// Black  /// WF 119K /// BPG1396245 /// 8/2/2022 

 TJSC BOONE PICKENS 46C
S: WF PLAYMAKER 28H
 LFE BS SHEILA 82A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
10.2 2.6 78.2 121.6 24.6 4.6 63.7 121.98 74.19

 SRS RIGHT-ON 22R
D: WF FLIRT 35H
 RF FLIRT 8X

WF Playmaker 28H - Sire

Calving A Act. BW 105 Sept 15 WT 850 Adj. WW 800

Calving AA Act. BW 98 Sept 15 WT 820 Adj. WW 782

Calving AA Act. BW 93 Sept 15 WT 750 Adj. WW 702



PLEASE RETURN UNDELIVERABLE MAIL TO:

           RR4 Site 7 Box 28  Olds, AB   T4H 1T8

 TIME SENSITIVE MATERIAL

The W2 FamilyThe W2 Family


